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About This Game

Early Bird Bonus: Players who purchased the Complete Bundle, Card Collection Bundle, or any Premium Boosters for Magic
2015 prior to 11/5/2014 automatically get the Garruk’s Revenge expansion campaign added to their account as a bonus! Simply

update Magic 2015 to the latest version, start the game, and the expansion campaign will be there waiting for you!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
GARRUK'S REVENGE EXPANSION NOW AVAILABLE!

Walk in the footsteps of the Multiverse's greatest hunter. Featuring additional campaign levels, challenges, and new cards to
collect, you take on the role of Garruk and hunt your prey across the planes!

-Explore the fan-favorite plane of Alara to unlock powerful new cards -Take on the role of Garruk and use his evolving deck to
hunt your prey -Win Battle Boosters through Multiplayer to expand your card collection

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hunt bigger game on a bold new adventure with Magic 2015—Duels of the Planeswalkers! Command powerful creatures and
wield devastating spells to defeat your opponents in this epic game of strategy.

Hone your skills as you battle your way across the planes of the Multiverse. Beware though, Planeswalker. Your biggest danger
lies ahead. Garruk Wildspeaker, the greatest hunter known, has fallen under the curse of the Chain Veil. He now mercilessly

stalks his own kind. Find him and stop him ... before he finds you!
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Explore the rich storyline of Magic 2015 and sharpen your game:
• The best way to learn to play Magic: A detailed tutorial makes it easy to get started.

• Deck building: Open virtual booster packs of Magic cards to build decks and battle in single- and multi-player modes.
• Hours of gameplay: Travel across five different fantastic planes, battle incredible creatures, and save the Multiverse from a

terrible fate.

*Premium Boosters purchased individually or in bundles can be opened once you’ve completed the Innistrad Chapter.
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It's a short game, and that works rather well for it. However, it's not particularly *good* either, it's just so short that you won't
get fed up with it. The puzzles are obtuse and not really interesting, even though a couple of them are difficult. There are no "a-
ha" moments to note. A couple of the puzzles, especially in the second-to-last chapter, I completed by trial and error only to
look at them afterwards and not really be able to figure out what I did. Additionally, the controls are shockingly bad for a game
where gameplay is so simple. Seriously. Just navigating is annoying because of some very mindless decisions regarding camera
control. So in the gameplay department, this puzzle game has puzzles only so that it can feel good about being a game instead of
an animated short.
So let's talk about presentation instead, and story. Neither are stand-out. The visuals are slightly above average; the soundtrack is
keen but unremarkable. The story has no real gravity or strong message outside of a very basic apocalyptic narrative with skin-
level questions regarding virtual reality. This is an example of a story being vague and mysterious simply because there wasn't a
lot of effort put into it. There's really nothing there--no meaningful or creative symbols, no characters whatsoever, and no
chilling or thoughtful questions. It's just a freshman-level-of-college "nature is pretty we should do nature more" sermon at best.
I am not opposed to a 2-hour game being $12, if it's good. Small Radios Big Televisions is not particularly good. It's okay. Okay
isn't worth the time or money you could be spending on other VERY GOOD indies of similar scope.. This game is a shining
example of the what-will-happen-next genre - another is Mibibli's Quest. It doesn't need to be an adventure game to send you on
an adventure in which anything might happen. Prepare to expect the unexpected and be surprised anyway.. My official review
of thus therefore whereas before I had been abducted by kittens my great great great great great great great great great great
great grand father who was involved in the creation of yes u know it, that's correct, yes the thing ur thinking of. Wellll anyways
let me inform your friends of this pop tastic pop tart of a game we are discussing right now. I really think that yes it is a game
where u press buttons so yes. Obviously. LATERrrrrrrrrr. 10\/10 isn't need for speed. LOOKS interesting...
but is a lame **** game that isn`t what it wants to be !
The challenge is to manage the bad controls,
not the levels.
I like good platformers as
super meat boy fenix rage they bleed pixels
rayman mr bree+, bloo kid ...

I think I don`t wanna take the time to finish this bad joke

edit:
played stage 4.1-4.6 and this is a really bad copy
of a level called "tube race" in Earthworm Jim 2.
Even the colors and tube design are the same !

Another point is the camera\/screen moves much slower than the player.
So sometimes you only can guess what`s coming towards you.
But it`s not a problem, the levels are made for five year olds.
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This game makes me sad, it`s a bad example for what`s wrong
in the industry. Troubles Land, an impertinence, and it shouldn`t be legal. I enjoy the cars, there fun to drive the price is a little
to high. But i had season pass who cares. If you like these cars just get them and if you dont but another pack :P. The game
really is quite nice, it's like a cyberpunk CSGO. The game's tone is what sets it apart, everytime I play it, I'm filled with this
strange sort of glee. It's just so beautiful.

The game does have one problem though, the playerbase is very small. There's a group called Neotokyo Active Players that play
on Tuesdays, Fridays, and the weekends, but the game doesn't have much people playing it. The community is very nice though,
and because of the small playerbase everyone knows each other.

It's free, join the Neotokyo Active Players group and give it a whirl on Tuesday or Friday.. In short, Quell Zen is harder and not
as well-made and enjoyable as Quell Memento. If you buy only one Quell game, make it Memento, not Zen.

In long, after Quell, Quell Reflect and the terrific Quell Memento, this is the fourth installment in the series. I am sad to report
that Quell Zen does not live up to the high standard set by Memento.

Zen has only a few more levels than Memento, but it is a substantially longer game. Levels requiring more than 30 moves to
solve are the norm instead of the exception. The problem is, that more complexity and length alone do not equal more fun. This
game again adds new mechanics to the series, but unfortunately ones I mostly did not enjoy. Many of them change the layout of
the levels (arrows move rows of blocks, green bubbles leave trails of blocks), which I found very demanding\/frustrating to plan
out in advance. I guess in this regard Zen is confirmation of the old adage that sometimes less is more. The difficulty varies
wildly all through-out the game. It's not uncommon for open-ended levels with 40+ step solutions to occur in proximity of 7 step
linear levels, even quite early on.

They did improve the start-up loading time compared to Memento, but virtually everything else is a downgrade in my opinion. I
didn't like the new asian theme and aesthetic - Memento is easily better looking. The "story" was about as useless as in
Memento, but now the competent voice acting is replaced with badly-written letters. They start out unrealistic and end up
awkward and horribly clich\u00e9d. Memento had a certain charm and consistent style in its presentation, which seems all but
lost in Zen.

Unless you found Memento way too easy, Zen is in every regard an inferior game. A few levels are undoubtedly quite smart, the
majority is decent if uninspired, but sadly there are quite a few bad apples which are just tedious and frustrating. Still, over-all
there's more good than bad, and if I hadn't liked Memento so much, I probably wouldn't be as harsh on Zen. If you like the
series, pick it up on sale. Personally I wouldn't pay full price.
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Game dies on the third level. total waste of money.
. It has potential, but it would be cool to have more cars, maps and multiplayer. On a side note, this is pretty much the closest I'll
ever get to Initial D.. So far im loving this game, this the first game i ever bought on steam and im not regretting my choice one
bit, the art is fantastic and the game play engaging, and while the story is not completely original(nothing is nowadays) its still
unique enough to be entertaining.. Wandering Stars is a gem of a puzzle game that deserves far more attention than it has
received. It takes a hard-to-intuit game mechanic (orbital mechanics) and finds all sorts of potential in it. An hour or two of play
may be needed to gain an instinct for the movements (unless you're an astrophysicist who thinks about eccentricity and plane
changes over your coffee), but this is a learning curve worth climbing. The nine chapters each introduce a new element, but the
twists are generally simpler than the core orbital physics, so each comes a welcome change of pace, not as a return to square
one. Within each chapter, the levels are intuitively sequenced in ascending difficulty, and the difference in difficulty between
passing a level and perfecting that level is excellently calibrated.

The graphics are beautiful. The scripted text is funny enough (usually), and even when it's a bit lame, it's brief. The only thing
this game really lacks is a pause or slow-motion mode; some levels have so many moving bodies that it can be hard to mentally
absorb everything important in real time. It's a tiny flaw in an otherwise impeccably developed game.. great game and alot of
fun. A riot of a good time. Just add friends and you're in for a good laugh. Playing against the AI's offers a fun challenge as
well.. So I've been playing this game on off from its very early days before vehicles were introduced and it was literally a
walking simulator but surprisingly, fun... The community is what makes it and the servers are great, I play on the Mumblerines
server in EU and theres always a mumble admin around to punish toxic or cheating players and they dont abuse it. Usually I will
spend a couple a hundreds hours and burn out before taking a break but I always come back to it and it is addictively fun. Every
map you play ends up playing out differently and thats part of the replayability of this gem, the other part is the community, part
serious, part messing about with mates that you've made on the server and they will stay with you forever as every time I get
back on, I'm always greeted with old friends I made in the past.
This game filled a hole for me, I never played project reality but I did use to play a game called Delta Force which is about 20
years old now but it was amazing, virtually open world where you had to attack an objective with how ever you wanted and I
loved and missed it... You wont find another game like this, where team work is crucial, where everyone works together and
even incompetent squad leaders will get chewed up on coms by the more experienced ones.. This is Squad and it will give you a
crazy and wild experience and even though I havent played since summer of last year, I'm about to refresh my experience and
join the fray for my like 5th time which surely wont be the last.

Dont be afraid that that has been on steam in early access for the last 4 years, it is still very much active and even at the time of
writing this from my last game last summer, they've added tanks and new weapons as well as changed the games dynamics a
little but the changes always feel right, progressive, which is more than what I can say for most modern games.

I hope Squad carries on advancing and keeps this game alive for as long as the engine lets it because this is the game I really love
the most, it's up there as one of the greatest and most enjoyable game I have ever played and with the 1000 hours currently on
this and being my highest played game on steam as well as this being my first ever review should tell you how highly I rate this
game :D
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